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Executive summary

§ Katch Investment Group (KIG) is an Asset Management Company focusing on private debt.
§ KIG’s three partners have strong Investment Management credentials and a successful history with some of the 

most well-known global banking institutions.
§ KIG has research, marketing, and/or compliance offices in six different jurisdictions, offering global coverage.

§ Since 2008,  regulation and capital requirements have curtailed banks’ ability to lend.
§ The shortage of capital has created very compelling investment opportunities in liquid private debt.
§ By many metrics, private debt is the most compelling asset class, providing yield, stability, and low volatility to 

investors.

§ The Katch Factoring Fund deploys capital in the Sao-Paulo, Brazil region. 
§ In Brazil, factoring is a major source of funding to small- and medium-sized companies.
§ The key to success in factoring is buying from relatively weak companies that have relatively strong clients.
§ Our Fund is managed through a Joint Venture with one of the most successful managers in Brazil.

§ We target net returns to investors of 10% in USD per annum with no negative months.
§ Our investors are eligible for dividend distributions of 6% in USD per annum. 
§ Share classes are available in EUR and USD currencies.  
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Katch Investment Group is 
an Asset Management Company 
dedicated to investing in private debt.

§ Global presence: London (UK), Panama, Brazil, and Switzerland.

§ Three partners have strong Investment Management credentials and a past history with 
some of the most well-known global banking institutions.

§ Katch Investment Group manages over 850 million USD in its investment Funds in 
addition to a handful of dedicated advisory and discretionary mandates. 

KATCH OVERVIEW
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KATCH OVERVIEW: Global presence

Katch Research SA 
PH Bicsa Financial Center

Office 07, Floor 33
Av. Balboa y Calle Alquilino 

de la Guardia  
Panama City 

Panama

Katch Capital 
Consultoria 

R. Gomes de Carvalho, 1507
Andar 14

Conjunto Comercial 142
Edifício Tenerife Bloco B

Vila Olímpia
São Paulo - SP

Brazil

Katch Investment 
Management LTD 

Richmond Suite,
Grosvenor House

86-90 Park Lane
W1K 7TN

London 
United Kingdom

Katch Consulting 
Services GmbH

Brandschenkestrasse 4
8001 Zurich 
Switzerland 



§ A 20-year successful asset allocation 
history

§ Ex-Managing Director and Head of 
Equity Sales at State Street Global 
Markets

§ Substantial experience in private 
banking and fund structuring

§ CFA charterholder, Darden MBA

§ 20-year+ of successful asset 
allocation

§ Positive performance as a portfolio 
manager every year since 1999

§ Ex-CIO of a multi-billion USD asset 
manager and Insurance Company

§ CFA charterholder, INSEAD 
graduate
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KATCH OVERVIEW: Principals

§ A 20-year successful asset allocation 
history

§ Ex-CIO at Credit Andorra Panama & 
Private Investment Management  

§ Ex-Credit Suisse
§ CFA charterholder, university of 

Zurich

Stephane Prigent, CFA
Chief Executive Officer

Pascal Rohner, CFA
Chief Investment Officer

Laurent Jeanmart, CFA
Chairman

Katch Founding Partners’ 60 years of cumulated experience
bring to the firm a large scope of expertise within the private debt sphere. 
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KATCH OVERVIEW: Simplified Organigram

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

10+ people
Sao Paulo Office

DIRECT STRATEGIES ASSET 
MANAGEMENT

Jose L. Fabrega, CFA
Chief Operating Officer

Clement Fuzeau
Chief Marketing Officer

BUSINESS SUPPORT

Katy Trujillo
Chief Administrative Officer

Stephane Prigent, CFA
Chief Executive Officer

Laurent Jeanmart, CFA
Chairman

Pascal Rohner, CFA
Chief Investment Officer

FACTORING

Priyesh Patel
Portfolio Manager

REAL ESTATE

Kunal Vaitha
Investment Advisor

4+ people
London Office

DISTRIBUTION

Bernhard Bleuler
Sales Director Switzerland

Niclas Gutenbrink
Sales Director 

Scandinavia/Iberia

Juan Carlos Serrano
HR & Administration 

Switzerland

LITIGATION FINANCE

Anais Kebir
Head of Legal

Bernado Giraldo
Sales Representative

Monica Alfaro
Sales Director LATAM

Leon Clarance
Senior Advisor, Head of 

Litigation funding

Maria Ryan, CFA
Chief Risk Officer
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KATCH OVERVIEW: Investment vehicles

*For USD institutional share classes only.

KATCH FUND SOLUTIONS
SICAV-RAIF

8% per annum* 8% per annum* 8 to 16% per annum*

KATCH REAL ESTATE 
LENDING FUND

KATCH LITIGATION 
FUND

Senior-secured short-term 
lending strategies

UK bridge loans backed by 
first mortgages

Diversified exposure to small, 
short-duration legal claims

KATCH GLOBAL LENDING 
OPPORTUNITIES FUND

§ Monthly liquidity + 45 days’ notice
§ No use of leverage
§ Management Fee: 1.25%*
§ Performance Fee: 10%*

§ Monthly liquidity + 90 days’ notice
§ 100% UK exposure
§ No use of leverage
§ Management Fee: 1.5%*
§ Performance Fee: 15%*

§ Quarterly liquidity + 180 days’ 
notice

§ No use of leverage
§ Management Fee: 1.6%*
§ Performance Fee: 20%*

10% per annum*

KATCH FACTORING 
FUND

Corporate receivables & 
working capital loans in Brazil

§ Monthly liquidity + 90 days’ notice
§ 100% Brazil exposure
§ No use of leverage
§ Management Fee: 1.25%*
§ Performance Fee: 10%*
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KATCH: The model

§ Traditional assets (bonds, stocks) have low 
expected returns.

§ Private assets have higher expected returns.

§ However, importantly, the most liquid private debt 
assets have about the same expected returns and 
much better liquidity than private equity.

Usually, the less liquid an investment, the higher the expected return. 

Today, this is not the case, making private debt the most interesting asset class available.
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KATCH: Investment focus
Most private debt funds can be accessed through closed-ended vehicles with an expected life of 7–10 years. We focus on short-

term direct lending with strong collateral, the safest area within private debt.

RETURN

RISK / 
DURATION

Trade Finance

Real Estate Bridge Loans 

Consumer Finance

Mortgages

Equipment Leasing

Distressed / Special Situations

Factoring

Venture Debt

Open–ended funds Closed-ended funds 

Sweet Spot for Private Investors

Private Debt Universe
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“The investing backdrop for private 
debt is the most compelling since the 
1930s.”



WHY SHOULD YOU INVEST IN PRIVATE DEBT?
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The attraction of private debt

Assets under Management, first year after IPO v 2017, USD bn (Thomson Reuters)

Private debt generally comes 
with protection: collaterals, 
guarantees, and insurance.

PROTECTION

Private debt is more liquid than 
private equity, with an 
investment duration of a few 
weeks to a few months.

LIQUIDITY

Private debt generates a positive 
performance most months with 
minimal volatility.

PREDICTABLE 
PERFORMANCE

Private debt generates yields 
vastly superior to bonds of the 
same level of risk.

STRONG YIELD
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450

Blackstone 2017

Blackstone 2007

Apollo 2017

Apollo 2011

Carlyle 2017

Carlyle 2012

KKR 2017

KKR 2010

PRIVATE EQUITY PRIVATE DEBT OTHERS

THE MOST SOPHISTICATED FIRMS HAVE MASSIVELY RE-ALLOCATED TO PRIVATE DEBT
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Why now is the right time to invest in private debt

Large financial institutions are subject to Basel III (2010), which
requires higher capital reserve requirements.

The Dodd Frank Act (2010) has strongly increased compliance costs,
which are depreciating banks’ interest in Small Businesses.

Banks only limit their scope to large structures, missing out on 
opportunities. 

Volcker (2014) prohibits banks from conducting certain investment
activities with their own accounts.

>  Banks lend much less than before to Small- and Medium-sized companies. 
Private credit fills the gap, but SMEs are 'price takers' (i.e., they must 

accept paying a much higher yield).

Source: S&P LCD Leveraged Lending Review Q4-17
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Private debt is always a good investment

“Private debt is 
the only asset 
class that 
generates a 
substantial 
positive 
performance 
regardless of 
where we are in 
the economic 
cycle.”

Source: Hamilton Lane Data via Cobalt; Bloomberg; MSCI (April 18)l; FT
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Factoring: An alternative source of financing

Factoring is a financial transaction in which a business sells its
invoice receivables to a third party (called a factor) at a discount. A
business will sometimes factor its receivable assets to meet its
present and immediate cash needs.

The size of the discount is a function of the creditworthiness of the
client, the guarantees brought in by the company, and the
availability of short-term capital in the economy.

Invoices are typically less than $10,000. For investment funds
buying them, processing these invoices and doing the credit
analysis is labour intensive and costly. However, the yield is high,
and defaults are typically low.

Factoring is labour intensive but potentially very profitable
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Factoring: A mutually beneficial funding technique

High return on assets (up to 2% per month).

Capital protection is ensured with the seller of the 
invoice guarantees: provision of collateral and, 

sometimes, a personal guarantee.

FOR THE BUYER OF INVOICES

Availability of capital.

Flexibility: Unlike a line of credit with a bank, sellers of 
invoices can stop using this source of funding as soon 

as they do not need it anymore.

FOR THE SELLER OF INVOICES
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What are the keys to success in Factoring?

A successful factoring company has the upper hand in
the negotiation with a seller of invoices.

Buyers of invoices also want to face strong credits history,
with swift repayment and recurring business.

A well-run factoring operation experiences less than 1%
default per annum before recovery.

The best deal for a buyer of invoices takes place when he
buys from a relatively weak companies that have
relatively strong clients.

The Katch Factoring Fund invests exclusively in Brazil:
Brazil is one of the most attractive jurisdictions in the
world to buy invoices.
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Factoring in Brazil

Owing to the concentration of the banking sector, which essentially
serves large companies only, Factoring is deeply used by small and
mid-sized companies in Brazil.

There are approximately no fewer than 800 dedicated FIDCs (funds
dedicated to the purchase of invoices) in Brazil, concentrated in the
South-East regions of the country.

FIDCs are heavily regulated factoring companies and manage in
excess of the equivalent of USD 120bn.

All assets in FIDCs must be denominated in Brazilian Reais – Katch
uses derivatives to fully hedge the currency risk back into USD.

Left- Estimated sectoral exposure of Brazilian FIDCs: industries are heavily represented.

Transportation
34%

Chemical 
1%

Textile 
2%

Commerce
6%

Metallurgic 
20%

Services
15%

Printing
4%

Sugar-Alcohol
3%

Others
15%
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The Portfolio allocation of the Katch Factoring Fund

The Katch factoring Fund extends long-term loans to a 
small number of companies in Brazil. 

In exchange, the borrower pledges real estate (1st lien) 
and undertake to work mostly with Katch to finance their 
invoice (factoring).

Approximately 65% of the portfolio is made of invoice 
with duration 30-90 days and 35% of the portfolio is 
made of a loan backed by real estate with LTV 80%.
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What is a FIDC ?

FIDCs are heavily 
regulated Brazilian 
onshore vehicles 
dedicated to factoring.

The administrator of a 
FIDC is responsible for 
the FDIC’s assets and its 
smooth functioning.

Each day, the 
independent risk 
manager verifies that the 
FIDC complies with its 
bylaws and applicable 
laws.

Auditors must be 
replaced every 3 years.
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Attractive historical returns 

HISTORICAL NET TRACK RECORD (USD INSTITUTIONAL)

YEAR JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC FY

2017 0.99% 0.77% 0.72% 2.51%
2018 0.78% 0.80% 0.77% 0.80% 0.83% 0.79% 0.78% 0.77% 0.75% 0.79% 0.80% 0.79% 9.88%
2019 0.82% 0.83% 0.82% 0.82% 0.83% 0.82% 0.83% 0.85% 0.86% 0.83% 0.88% 0.81% 10.45%
2020 0.81% 0.82% 0.73% 0.73% 0.56% 0.11% 0.95% 0.83% 0.75% 0.84% 0.53% 0.56% 8.52%
2021 0.74% 0.29% 1.05% 2.09%

The track record is based on the actual performance of the Sao Paulo Insured FIDC. Performances were adjusted with our management fees, performance fees, and hedging costs; representing net performance to investors. Past performance should not in any circumstances be taken as an indication of future
performance. Investors and prospective investors should refer to the official documents of the Fund, including the Private Placement Memorandum, for further information about the risk of investing in this investment fund. Track record assumes, when applicable, monthly rebalancing between the strategies.



FUND TERMS
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Investment terms

LEGAL FORM SICAV-RAIF S.A.

ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT FUND MANAGER – “AIFM” Fuchs Asset Management (Luxembourg)

ADMINISTRATOR Circle Investment Support Services (Luxembourg)

AUDITOR KPMG (Luxembourg)

CUSTODIAN Banque de Patrimoines Privés (Luxembourg)

LIQUIDITY Monthly, with a 90-day notice

LAUNCH DATE 1 February 2020

FUND DOMICILE Luxembourg

SUB-FUND NAME Katch Fund Solutions – Factoring

MANAGEMENT & PERFORMANCE FEES 1.25% per annum + 10% of High Watermark (institutional)

MINIMUM SUBSCRIPTION EUR 1,000,000 or USD equivalent (institutional)

TARGETED RETURN 8% per annum, optional 6% dividend
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Fund’s availability

Banks currently providing custody for our 
Fund: 

Platforms currently clearing our Fund:



Fund Registered address:

EBBC Building D · 6 Route de Treves · L-2633 Senningerberg, Luxembourg
info@katchinvest.com · (+44) 207 459 4397 KATCHINVEST.COM

Important Notice:
The material being provided (the “document”), including all information related to the Katch Fund Solutions - Katch Factoring (The Sub-Fund), a sub-fund of the Katch Fund Solutions S.A. SICAV RAIF (the “Fund”), is confidential and is intended solely for the use of the person or persons to whom it is given or sent
and may not be reproduced, copied, or given, whole or in part, to any other person. The Document is not approved for the public and is only intended for recipients who would be generally classified as ”professional,” “institutional,” or “well-informed” investors who equally qualify as professional clients within the
meaning of Annex II of Directive 2014/65/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 May 2014 on markets in financial instruments. The Document is not designed for use in any jurisdiction or location where the publication or availability of the Document would be contrary to local law or regulation. If
you have access to the Document, it is your responsibility to be aware of and observe all applicable laws and regulations of any relevant jurisdiction, and it is recommended an investor first obtains appropriate legal, tax, investment, or other professional advice prior to acting upon the Document. The Document
shall not be considered as a private placement memorandum or a public offer. In connection with the information given in this Document, no person is authorized to give any information nor make any representations other than those contained in this Document, and any commitment to the Sub-Fund made by any
person on the basis of statements or representations not contained in or inconsistent with the information contained herein shall be solely at the risk of that person. This Document does not purport to be all-inclusive and does not necessarily contain all the information that a prospective investor may desire in
deciding whether to commit to the Sub-Fund. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is or will be made in relation to, and no responsibility or liability is or will be accepted by, the Fund as to or in relation to the accuracy or completeness of this Document or any other information, written or oral, made
available to any recipient or its advisors in connection with any further investigation of the Fund. The materials contained herein are intended to supplement discussions between the Fund and the recipients, and the supplemental discussions are required for these materials to be meaningful. The information
contained in this Document will be superseded by, and is qualified in its entirety by reference to, the placement memorandum of the Fund, which will contain information about the investment objective, terms and conditions of an investment in the Sub-Fund, and will also contain tax information and risk disclosures
that are important to any investment decision regarding the Sub-Fund which should be read carefully prior to an investment in the Sub-Fund, and also is qualified in its entirety by reference to the articles of association of the Fund and the commitment agreement for the Sub-Fund. To the best of its knowledge, the
Fund has taken all reasonable care to ensure that the information contained herein is in accordance with the facts and does not omit anything likely to mutually affect the importance of such information at the date of issuance of this Document. The Fund expressly disclaims any and all liability based on such
information, errors in such information, or omissions from such information. In particular, no representation or warranty is given as to the accuracy of any financial information contained in this Document or as to the achievement or reasonableness of any forecasts, projections, management targets, prospects, or
returns. Prospective investors should not construe the content of this Document as investment, legal, business, accounting, tax or other advice. In making an investment decision, prospective investors must rely on their own examination of the Fund and the Sub-Fund, the related documentation, and the terms of the
offer, including the merits and risks involved, which can be obtained from the AIFM of the Fund. Each prospective investor should consult his/her own attorneys, business advisors and/or tax advisors as to legal, business, accounting, tax, and related matters concerning an investment in the Sub-Fund. An investment
in the Sub-Fund involves risks. Prospective investors should have the financial ability and willingness to accept such risk characteristics. Neither the distribution of this Document nor any offer shall under any circumstances create any implication or constitute a representation that there has been no change in the
business or affairs or any other information contained in the Document since the date of this Document


